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2015 • 248 pgs. • $16.95 pbk. 9781612481364 • $9.99 e-book 9781612481371

2013 • 128 pgs.
$16.95 pbk. 9781612480985 • $9.99 e-book 9781612480992

2013 • 152 pgs.
$16.95 pbk. 9781612480824 • $9.99 e-book 9781612480831

The Girls of Usually
Lori Horvitz
Lori Horvitz grew up ashamed of her Eastern European Jewish roots, confused about 
her sexuality, and idolizing the “shiksa in her living room,” a blonde all-American girl 
whose photo came in a double frame and was displayed next to a family photo from a 
bar mitzvah. Unable to join the “happy blonde families,” she becomes a “hippie chick” 
who travels the world in search of … something. The Girls of Usually chronicles each 
trip, each romance, each experiment in reinventing herself that draws her closer to 
discovering the secret door through which she can escape from deep-rooted patterns 
and accept her own cultural, ethnic, and sexual identity. 

Bodies, of the Holocene
Christopher Cokinos
In this brooding and daring collection of lyric prose set on the lush prairie of eastern 
Kansas, writer and naturalist Christopher Cokinos explores the dangers of falling too 
much in love with the outer world as a way of escaping a deeply fraught marriage. In 
landscapes both broken and bountiful, he considers the sustainable environment and 
the sustainable psyche while uncovering secrets and fears in order to find a hopeful, 
balanced self. Moving to the mountains of the West, Cokinos muses on the role of art 
itself in making a life worth living, discovering that art can move us as much as lovers 
and the land. This book grounds the whole of the self in nature, in time, and in bodies 
both sexual and contemplative.

Trout Streams of the Heart
Chad Hanson
Forging a bond with rugged places and wild creatures, casting to brook trout, or 
reflecting on the forces that compel people to fly fish, Chad Hanson proves himself 
a formidable guide. In prose that is wise and observant, he brings us stories of travel, 
adventure, and concern for the state of the environment. Hanson climbs to the tops 
of peaks, hikes to the bottoms of canyons, and finds himself lost in snow at high ele-
vation—terrain that is more than geographic and just as exhilarating. Trout Streams of 
the Heart offers nature lovers—anglers and non-fishers alike—a provocative foray into 
our relationship with the natural world.
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3aPoetry

2015 • 64 pgs. 
$16.95 pbk. 9781612481395 • $9.99 e-book 9781612481401

2015 • 104 pgs. 
$15.95 pbk. 9781612481302 • $9.99 e-book  9781612481319

The Different War
Michael Miller
Former Marine Michael Miller, who did his tour of duty from 1958 to 1962, compares 
the struggles of soldiers in the Vietnam conflict with those of soldiers in Afghanistan 
and Iraq, and juxtaposes soldiers’ combat experiences with the other war they face 
when they come home. In The Different War, Miller’s sixth poetry collection, the voices 
of Marines convey with exceptional understatement the sounds of suffering, whether 
in combat or in recurring dreams of the maimed and the dying: “His eyes closing upon 
the charred remains / Of what had been his glory.”  
Miller has written well of memories of war, if not his own then surely of imagined 
memories that could be true.

Each Perfected Name
Richard St. John
The poems in Each Perfected Name are about many things: seeing the sacred in the 
ordinary, recalling the beloved fragility we all carry with us, and wondering what we 
should do in the world with the stories and symbols that shape us. These meditative, 
conversational, yet carefully crafted poems are about Odysseus, Aristotle, and the 
G-20 Summit; planets, quarks, and stars; urban landscapes, “the problem of the soul,” 
and so much more.

The Bus Driver’s Threnody
Michael Spence
The Bus Driver’s Threnody brings to poetic life a world literally in transit: the movement 
of people along its roads and highways facilitated by public transit and the drivers who 
steer their buses. Focusing on the separate world-within-a-world of the bus—with 
relationships among riders, between drivers and riders, and between the bus and other 
vehicles that share the road—these poems give weight and substance to a segment 
of the everyday that is largely ignored. Within that separate world, this book brings 
to light (and dark) the depths and complexities of metropolitan living through this 
seemingly prosaic facet of modern American life.

2014 • 96 pgs. 
$15.95 pbk. 9781612481265 • $9.99 e-book 9781612481272

In the Buddha Factory
Alan Soldofsky

2013 • 104 pgs.
$15.95 pbk. 9781612480886
$9.99 e-book 9781612480893

Second Line Home
New Orleans Poems
Mona Lisa Saloy

2013 • 128 pgs.
$16.95 pbk. 9781612481005 
$9.99 e-book 9781612481012



4 a Poetry ~ T. S. Eliot Prize Winners

2015 • 88 pgs.
$18.00 pbk.  9781612481579 • $9.99 e-book  9781612481586

2014 • 96 pgs. 
$18.00 pbk. 9781612481289 • $9.99 e-book 9781612481296

Warp
Laura Bylenok
The etymology of the word “warp” is constantly at play in Laura Bylenok’s new 
collection of poems, though the word almost never appears. Warp becomes an agent of 
the change that is central to existence, projecting through space and laying on hands. 
Bylenok weaves iterations of warp’s definitions through her verses like a wave, a parti-
cle, a distortion, a sigh. “I want to feel a thing, to feel / myself turn over in my fingers, 
/ turn over in my hands / of salt, my mouth of salt.” Never obvious, Bylenok’s imagery 
and sounds linger.

Small Hours
Ilyse Kusnetz
By turns poignant and hopeful, raging and joyful, Small Hours interweaves the person-
al and the political, connecting family history to moments within a larger historical arc 
of injustice and oppression. The poems in this collection bear witness to those whose 
stories have fallen into the fractures of history and been lost, their “mouths opening 
/ below earth, their bodies / burning like forbidden books,” about whom “we know 
almost nothing.” These poems ask us to recall the tyrants of the past as similar abuses 
of power repeat themselves in the present.

Compass
Luc Phinney
Hammering on high ladders and plumbing the Paris catacombs, the poems of Luc 
Phinney’s debut Compass take us to times and places as familiar as they are strange. 
These are landscapes of primordial language and of the everyday origins of fatherhood; 
of the urban and the wild, and of the human act of making. In the modern, tangled 
world these poems travel, but they always orbit home. This prize-winning collection is 
rigorous, experimental, and intimate.

2013 • 96 pgs. 
$18.00 pbk. 9781612480961 • $9.99 e-book 9781612480978

Into the Arms of 
Pushkin
Poems of St. Petersburg
Carol V. Davis

2007 • 96 pgs.
$24.95 cloth 9781931112703
$15.95 pbk. 9781931112710
$9.99 e-book 9781612480312

The Miniature Room
Rebecca Dunham

2006 • 88 pgs.
$24.95 cloth 9781931112611
$15.95 pbk. 9781931112628
$9.99 e-book 9781612480343

• 2014 Foreword Reviews’ INDIEFAB Book of the Year Awards Finalist

• Foreword Reviews’ 2015 INDIEFAB Book of the Year Award Finalist:  
   Poetry (Adult Nonfiction)



5aPoetry ~ T. S. Eliot Prize Winners

2012 • 88 pgs.
$18.00 pbk.  9781612480770 • $9.99 e-book  9781612480787

2011 • 200 pgs.
$18.00 pbk. 9781612480114 • $9.99 e-book 9781612480701

2010 • 96 pgs. 
$24.95 libr. 9781935503088 • $15.95 pbk. 9781935503095 • $9.99 e-book 9781612480534

Shackamaxon
David Livewell
Poet David Livewell beckons you to follow him down the streets where he spent 
his childhood in North Philadelphia. This prize-winning collection guides readers 
through the working-class neighborhood of Kensington, not as tourists or passersby, 
but as open-eyed observers of the visceral and unique spirit of the locales and its 
inhabitants. Through his use of metrics and poetic forms, Livewell skillfully weaves 
together harsh urban narratives with tragic regional history to create a colorful mosaic 
of colonial hope, industrialization, religion, racism, memory, and the current state of 
the American dream. 

Mutiny Gallery
B. K. Fischer
A road trip novel-in-verse, Mutiny Gallery follows a mother and son on an exuberant 
cross-country journey to outposts of Americana. Fleeing domestic peril, Claire 
embarks with her young son, Max, on a continental zigzag through psychic and actual 
states of dislocation, abandon, and absolution. With candor and verve, these poems 
intertwine terms of class, consumer culture, self-invention, race, rebellion, faith, 
freedom, and the erotics of the everyday. B. K. Fischer’s luminous collection navigates 
a woman’s quest to traverse the American landscape with her wits intact, a quest that 
catches her in nets of caregiving and crisis, love and loss.

Work & Days
Dean Rader
Emotionally and intellectually engaging, Dean Rader’s debut collection of poetry un-
dertakes provocative questions about identity in original, ambitious, and playful ways. 
In a style that is at once both traditional and experimental, these poems map the ter-
rains of high and popular culture with serious meditation and wry humor. Characters 
in Rader’s interactive landscape include Wallace Stevens, Michael Jackson, Dorothea 
Lange, Arvo Part, and even Frog and Toad. Like its namesake, Works and Days by the 
Greek poet Hesiod, Rader’s work takes on the great issues of any era—our attempts to 
make sense of dreams, duty, and the divine.  

Primitive Mood
David Moolten

2009 • 80 pgs.
$24.95 cloth 9781931112949 
$19.95 pbk. 9781931112956 
$9.99 e-book 9781612480381

My Maiden Cowboy 
Names
Victoria Brockmeier

2008 • 96 pgs.
$24.95 cloth 9781931112819 
$15.95 pbk. 9781931112826 
$9.99 e-book 9781612480350



6 a Liberal Arts & Higher Education

Chariton Review & T. S. Eliot Prize for Poetry

2014 • 240 pgs.
$28.95 pbk. 9781612481043 • $23.99 e-book 9781612481050

2012 • 80 pgs.
$14.95 pbk. 9780943549361

Roads Taken
The Professorial Life, Scholarship in Place, and the Public Good
Roger Epp and Bill Spellman
Public liberal arts colleges are higher education’s gems, yet their intimate campus set-
tings and locations outside of the intellectual-cultural capitals challenge the traditional 
rhythm of academic careers. Professors trained at elite research institutions, usually 
located in large urban centers, must adapt to the holistic undergraduate education 
emphasized at colleges often located in smaller communities. The authors in this col-
lection serve as pathfinders and exemplars for academic careers that integrate teaching, 
scholarship, and citizenship, rooted in place. Their stories demonstrate that the noblest 
traditions of higher education might be lived out most meaningfully on small, liberal 
arts campuses. 

Valuing Useless Knowledge
An Anthropological Inquiry into the Meaning of Liberal Education
Robert Bates Graber
Graber explores the historical, philosophical, and sociological origins and nature of 
liberal arts and sciences education and draws on anthropology to show us how much 
to value such “useless knowledge.”

Chariton Review
Chariton Review publishes the best in short fiction poetry, translations, and essays. This 
international literary journal, established in 1975, is published twice a year.
    Chariton Review showcases work that exhibits a strong sense of the craft and conven-
tions of poetry, fiction, and essays. It includes literature that demonstrates an active famil-
iarity with contemporary innovations and conversations in literary writing and exhibits 
mindfulness of various rich traditions.

T. S. Eliot Prize for Poetry
Now in its twentieth year, the T. S. Eliot Prize for Poetry is $2,000 annual award and 
publication for the best unpublished book-length collection of poetry in English, in 
honor of native Missourian T. S. Eliot’s considerable intellectual and artistic legacy.
     Manuscripts should be 60 to 100 pages of original poetry. There is a $25 reading and 
processing fee for each manuscript. All U. S. entrants receive a copy of the winning book. 
Entries must be postmarked by October 31. See complete guidelines at tsup.truman.edu.
     Previous judges include, Sherod Santos, Sandra McPherson, Tony Barnstone, Clau-
dia Keelan, Alberto Rios, Naomi Shihab Nye, Dana Gioia, Ishmael Reed and others.
     Send manuscript to: T. S. Eliot Prize for Poetry

 Truman State University Press
 100 East Normal Avenue
 Kirksville, MO 63501-4221
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2013 • 248 pgs.
$32.00 pbk. 9781612480862 • $24.99 e-book 9781612480879

Pioneer Programmer
Jean Jennings Bartik and the Computer that Changed the World
Jean Jennings Bartik, Jon T. Rickman, and Kim D. Todd
During WWII, the US Army recruited six women to program the first stored-program 
computer, the ENIAC. This biography by one of those extraordinary women, Jean 
Jennings Bartik, exposes the myths about the computer’s origin and properly credits 
those behind computing innovations that shape our daily lives. 

Frontier Doctor, Medical Pioneer
The Life and Times of A. T. Still and His Family
Charles E. Still Jr.
Frontier Doctor, Medical Pioneer is an intimate look at the life of Andrew Taylor Still, the 
founder of osteopathic medicine. Still mistrusted the drugs that were routinely used 
during the nineteenth century, but his use of hands-on manipulation led to severe and 
very public criticism. After years of repeated success in treating patients, the validity of 
his methods was finally acknowledged.
Author Charles E. Still Jr., grandson of Andrew, uses family stories and records to 
chronicle Still’s life, including his family life on the frontier and his role in the an-
ti-slavery movement, as well as his work to establish osteopathy as a legitimate form of 
medicine that could be carried on by future generations.
2015 • 272 pgs.
$22.95 pbk. 9781612481616 • $9.99 e-book 9781612481623

Merit, Not Sympathy, 
Wins
The Life and Times of  
Blind Boone
Mary Collins Barile and  
Christine Montgomery
2012 • 256 pgs.
$28.95 pbk. 9781612480657 
$24.99 e-book 9781612480664

The Beginner’s Cow
Memories of a Volga German 
in Kansas 
Loren Schmidtberger

2016
$19.95 pbk. 9781612481685
$9.99 e-book 9781612481692

Dear Harry, Love Bess
Bess Truman’s Letters to Harry Truman, 1919–1943
Clifton Truman Daniel
Bess Truman thought her business was hers and nobody else’s, so she destroyed her 
half of the more than 2,600 letters she and Harry exchanged during their courtship 
and marriage. While making an inventory of the Truman home in the 1980s, archivists 
discovered 180 letters Bess had missed. Her grandson Clifton Truman Daniel shares 
them here, along with portions of Harry’s responses, family photographs, and stories. 
These letters provide new insight into the lives and personalities of Bess and Harry 
Truman during the formative years of his political life. 

2011 • 296 pgs.
$29.99 cloth 9781935503262 • $19.95 pbk. 9781935503255 • $9.99 e-book 9781612480091

2015 USA Book News Finalist ~ Autobiography/Memoirs
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2012 • 176 pgs.
$30.00 pbk. 9781612480619 • $23.99 e-book 9781612480626

Noodlers in Missouri
Fishing for Identity in a Rural Subculture
Mary Grigsby
In this inside look at the folk tradition of hand-fishing, Mary Grigsby interviews thirty 
Missouri noodlers to examine this sport’s appeal. The skill of catching spawning catfish 
with the bare hands is passed down through generations and builds a sense of com-
munity among participants despite—or perhaps because of—its illegality. Grigsby ex-
plores how the mostly rural, working-class noodlers create a sense of individual worth 
and a collective identity as they hold on to a way of life they fear may become lost. To 
add perspective to this male-dominated activity, she includes women’s accounts of 
their involvement in these traditional practices. 

Missouri Armories
The Guard’s Home in  
Architecture and History
Robert P. Wiegers

2012 • 212 pgs.
$34.95 pbk. 9781612480633
 $27.99 e-book 9781612480640

Populist Cartoons
An Illustrated History of the 
Third-Party Movement of the 
1890s
Worth Robert Miller

2011 • 208 pgs.
$34.95 pbk. 9781935503057
$27.99 e-book 9781612480107

2011 • 536 pgs.
$40.00 pbk. 9781935503958 • $29.99 e-book 9781612480213

Emigrants on the Overland Trail
The Wagon Trains of 1848
Michael E. LaSalle
Presenting the “lost” year of the overland emigrants in 1848, this volume sheds light 
on the journey of the men, women, children, and the wagon trains that made the 
challenging trek from Missouri to Oregon and California. These primary sources, 
written by seven men and women diarists from different wagon companies, tell how 
settlers endured the tribulations of a five-month westward journey covering 2,000 
miles. These intrepid souls include a young mother, a French priest, a college-educated 
teacher, and an ox driver. Subjected to the extremes of fear, failure, suffering, and hope, 
they persevered and finally triumphed.

2014 • 224 pgs. 
$34.95 pbk. 9781612480909 • $27.99 e-book 9781612480916

Merchants of Independence
International Trade on the Santa Fe Trail, 1827–1860
William Patrick O’Brien
In the frontier town of Independence, Missouri, a commercial route for goods to and 
from Europe developed into a sophisticated international network of overland trade 
with Mexico. To trade goods, western Missouri entrepreneurs relied on the coopera-
tive support and interactions of Anglos, Hispanos, Native Americans, Jews, Irish, free 
blacks, slaves, and women in order to succeed. 

• 2014 Winner of the Louise Barry Writing Award

•100 Best Books of 2014 ~ The Kansas City Star
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2011 • 192 pgs. 
$19.95 pbk. 9781612480121 • $9.99 e-book 9781612480602

The Dibbuk Box
Jason Haxton
A series of eerie events slowly unfolds when a wine cabinet sells at an estate sale in 
Oregon. It is soon sold and resold on eBay, and each new owner becomes desperate to 
get rid of the box along with the health problems, accidents, or death they claim came 
with it.
   Jason Haxton, the curator of a medical museum in a small Missouri town, learns of 
the mysterious cabinet and is intrigued by it as an artifact to be studied and researched. 
He places a bid on eBay and soon finds himself the proud owner of the Dibbuk Box. 
But as he carefully investigates and records everything he can about this unusual item 
said to be possessed by a Jewish spirit, Haxton discovers far more than he bargained for.

Unguarded Moments
Stories of Working inside the Missouri State Penitentiary
Larry E. Neal and Anita Neal Harrison
In this first memoir about life in the Missouri State Penitentiary by a worker who 
was neither a prisoner nor a guard, Larry E. Neal reveals a portrait of prison life very 
different from common conceptions. As a maintenance worker, Neal led prisoner 
work crews, and his stories show that life inside the prison walls could be surprisingly 
lighthearted, with prisoners and staff playing pranks on each other and crawling 
through dark tunnels together. In addition to a rare insider’s view into prison humor, 
Unguarded Moments also gives readers a window into the rhythms of daily life inside 
and the shared humanity of everyone behind the walls.

2014 • 200 pgs.
$19.95 pbk. 9781612481104 • $9.99 e-book 9781612481111

2009 • 264 pgs. 
$22.95 pbk. 9781931112918• $9.99 e-book 9781935503200

Deaths on Pleasant Street
The Ghastly Enigma of Colonel Swope and Doctor Hyde • Giles Fowler
The 1909 murder case surrounding the wealthy Swope family of Independence, Missouri, 
led to the “trial of the century” in the gothic-era Midwest. This book gathers the facts behind 
the suspicious fates of the eccentric Colonel, who was the millionaire donor of Kansas City’s 
Swope Park, as well as his affable cousin, and a young nephew and heir. National media relished 
the drama as the Swope matriarch accused her disfavored son-in-law, Dr. Bennett Clark Hyde, 
of triple homicide, plus the spreading of deadly disease germs throughout the household.

What Lurks Beyond 
The Paranormal in Your 
Backyard
Jason Offutt

2010 • 192 pgs.
$19.95 pbk. 9781935503033
$9.99 e-book 9781935503248

Haunted Missouri
A Ghostly Guide to the Show-
Me State’s Most Spirited Spots
Jason Offutt

2007 • 198 pgs.
$19.95 pbk. 9781931112666 
$9.99 e-book 9781935503217

• 2009 ForeWord Magazine Book of the Year ~ True Crime category

• 2009 Jackson County Historical Society’s Outstanding Achievement Award  
    for the Historic Book of the Year



10 a American Midwest ~ Truman Legacy Series
The Truman Legacy Series addresses the record of Harry S. Truman’s nearly eight years as president of the 
United States and his impact on American history.
     Each volume has its origins in papers presented at an annual symposium held at the Truman Little White 
House in Key West, Florida. Volumes also include a graphic essay with photos and documents from the holdings 
of the Harry S. Truman Library.

Nuclear Energy and the Legacy of Harry S. Truman
J. Samuel Walker • Vol. 12
2016 •  232 pgs. • $28.95 pbk. 9781612480657 • $27.99 e-book 9781612480664

Origins of the National Security State and the 
Legacy of Harry S. Truman
Mary Ann Heiss and Michael J. Hogan • Vol. 11
2015 • 240 pgs. • $34.95 pbk. 9781612481241 • $27.99 e-book 9781612481258

Foreign Aid and the Legacy of Harry S. Truman
Raymond H. Geselbracht • Vol. 10
2015 • 248 pgs. • $34.95 pbk. 9781612481227 • $27.99 e-book 9781612481234

The Civil Liberties Legacy of Harry S. Truman
Richard S. Kirkendall • Vol. 9
2013 • 352 pgs. • $34.95 pbk. 9781612480848 • $27.99 e-book 9781612480855

Northeast Asia and the Legacy of Harry S. Truman: 
Japan, China, and the Two Koreas
James I. Matray • Vol. 8
2012 • 376 pgs. • $34.95 pbk. 9781612480145 • $27.99 e-book 9781612480671

Congress and Harry S. Truman: A Conflicted Legacy
Donald A. Ritchie • Vol. 7
2011 • 256 pgs. • $28.95 pbk.9781935503941 • $21.99 e-book 9781935503965

Immigration and the Legacy of Harry S. Truman
Roger Daniels • Vol. 6
2010 • 224 pgs. • $28.95 pbk. 9781931112994 • $22.99 e-book 9781935503811

The Environmental Legacy of Harry S. Truman
Karl Boyd Brooks • Vol. 5
2009 • 184 pgs. • $28.95 pbk. 9781931112932 • $22.99 e-book 9781612480237

Native Americans and the Legacy of  Harry S. Truman
Brian Hosmer • Vol. 4
2010 • 208 pgs. • $28.95 pbk. 9781931112925 • $24.99 e-book9781935503842

Israel and the Legacy of Harry S. Truman
Michael J. Devine, Robert P. Watson, and Robert J. Wolz • Vol. 3
2008 • 160 pgs. • $28.95 pbk. 9781931112802 • $22.99 e-book 9781935503996

The Civil Rights Legacy of Harry S. Truman
Raymond H. Geselbracht • Vol. 2
2007 • 240 pgs. • $28.95 pbk. 9781931112673 • $21.99 e-book 9781935503767

The National Security Legacy of Harry S. Truman
Robert P. Watson, Michael J. Devine, and Robert Wolz • Vol. 1
2005 • 216 pgs. • $24.95 pbk. 9781931112468 • $21.99 e-book 9781935503835
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William Clark: Explorer and Diplomat
Jeffrey Smith • 2016 •  48 pgs. • $27.00 libr. 9781612481784

Ella Ewing: The Missouri Giantess
Jason Offutt • 2016 •  48 pgs. • $27.00 libr. 9781612481722

Buck O’Neil: Baseball’s Ambassador
Jeff Gall and Micah Gall • 2016 •  48 pgs. • $27.00 libr. 9781612481760

A. T. Still: Father of Osteopathic Medicine
Jason Haxton • 2016 •  48 pgs. • $27.00 libr. 9781612481746

Jean Jennings Bartik: Computer Pioneer
Kim D. Todd • 2015 •  48 pgs. • $24.00 libr. 9781612481456

Jeffrey Deroine: Ioway Translator,  
Frontier Diplomat
Greg Olson • 2015 •  48 pgs. • $24.00 libr. 9781612481531

Marie Meyer Fower: Barnstormer
Christine Montgomery • 2015 •  48 pgs. • $24.00 libr. 9781612481494

Albert Bond Lambert: Aviation Pioneer
Greta Russell • 2015 •  48 pgs. • $24.00 libr. 9781612481555

Stan Musial: Baseball Hero
James N. Giglio • 2015 •  48 pgs. • $24.00 libr. 9781612481517

Alphonso Wetmore: Soldier, Adventurer,  
and Writer
Mary Barile • 2015 •  48 pgs. • $24.00 libr. 9781612481470

Olive Boone: Frontier Woman
Greta Russell • 2014 •  48 pgs. • $24.00 libr. 9781612481180

Great Walker: Ioway Leader
Greg Olson • 2014 •  48 pgs. •  $24.00 libr. 9781612481128

Emmett Kelly: The Greatest Clown on Earth
Donald McManus • 2014 •  48 pgs. • $24.00 libr. 9781612481203

Joseph Kinney: Steamboat Captain
Maryellen McVickers • 2014 •  48 pgs. • $24.00 libr. 9781612481166

Sam Nightingale: Slave, Storyteller, and  
Conjure Man
Mary Barile • 2014 •  48 pgs. • $24.00 libr.  9781612481135

Helen Stephens: The Fulton Flash
Jason Offutt • 2014 •  48 pgs. • $24.00 libr. 9781612481142

Notable Missourians is a non-fiction book 
series for young readers in grades 4 to 6 about 
people who were born or lived in Missouri 
and who contributed to Missouri’s history or 
culture. Topics represent significant time periods 
or trends in Missouri history and introduce 
students to stories of lesser-known historic 
figures.



12 a Early Modern Studies

2016 • Early Modern Studies vol. 18
$65.00 libr. 9781612481418 • $49.99 e-book 9781612481425

False Prophets & Preachers
Henry Gresbeck’s Account of the Anabaptist Kingdom of Münster
Christopher S. Mackay
In February 1534, a radical group of Anabaptists, gripped with apocalyptic fervor, seized 
the city of Münster and established an idealistic communal government that quickly dete-
riorated into extreme inequality and theocratic totalitarianism. In response, troops hired 
by the city’s prince-bishop laid siege to the city. Fifteen months later the besieged inhab-
itants were starving, and, in the dead of the night, five men slipped out. Separated from 
his fellow escapees, Henry Gresbeck gambled with his life by approaching enemy troops. 
Taken prisoner, he collaborated with the enemy to devise a plan to recapture Münster, 
and later recorded the only eyewitness account of the Anabaptist kingdom of Münster.

2016 • 224 pgs. • Early Modern Studies vol. 16
$40.00 libr. 9781612481432 • $24.99 e-book 9781612481449

The Magical Adventures of Mary Parish
The Occult World of Seventeenth-Century London
Frances Timbers
Mary Parish wasn’t your ordinary seventeenth-century woman. She was a “cunning 
woman,” who spent her time in the realm of magic, interacting with fairies, hunting 
for buried treasures, and communicating with the spirit world, along with her partner, 
the young aristocrat Goodwin Wharton. Drawing largely from Goodwin’s personal 
journals, Frances Timbers reconstructs Mary’s life in this microhistory, and explores 
themes of class, gender, and relationships in seventeenth-century England.  Mary’s 
story provides insight into magical beliefs and practices of early modern history, and 
sheds light on how class and gender affected everyday life.

2016 • Early Modern Studies vol. 17
$29.99 e-book 9781612481388

Renaissance Art & Science @ Florence
Susan B. Puett & J. David Puett
The creativity of the human mind was brilliantly displayed during the Florentine 
Renaissance when artists, mathematicians, astronomers, apothecaries, architects, and 
others embraced the interconnectedness of their disciplines. Artists used mathemati-
cal perspective in painting and scientific techniques to create new materials; hospitals 
used art to invigorate the soul; apothecaries prepared and dispensed, often from 
the same plants, both medicinals for patients and pigments for painters; utilitarian 
glassware and maps became objects to be admired for their beauty; art enhanced 
depictions of scientific observations; and innovations in construction made buildings 
canvases for artistic grandeur.

Alcohol, Violence and 
Disorder in Traditional 
Europe
A. Lynn Martin

2009 • 272 pgs.
$48.00 cloth 9781931112963
$37.99 e-book 9781935503279

Social Relations, 
Politics, and Power in 
Early Modern France
Robert Descimon and the 
Historian’s Craft
Barbara B. Diefendorf
2016 
Early Modern Studies vol. 19
libr. 9781612481630 
e-book 9781612481647
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2015 • 328 pgs. • Early Modern Studies vol. 15
$50.00 libr. 9781612481340 • $39.99 e-book 9781612481357

2015 • 192 pgs. • Early Modern Studies vol. 14
$60.00 libr. 9781612481326 • $49.99 e-book 978161241333

2014 • 272 pgs. • Early Modern Studies vol. 13
$49.95 pbk. 9781612481067 • $39.99 e-book 9781612481074

Bridging Traditions
Alchemy, Chemistry, and Paracelsian Practices in the Early Modern Era
Karen Hunger Parshall, Michael T. Walton, and Bruce T. Moran, ed.
Bridging Traditions explores the connections between apparently different zones of 
comprehension and experience—magic and experiment, alchemy and mechanics, 
practical mathematics and geometrical mysticism, things earthy and heavenly, and es-
pecially science and medicine—by focusing on points of intersection among alchemy, 
chemistry, and Paracelsian medical philosophy. In exploring the varieties of natural 
knowledge in the early modern era, the authors pay tribute to the work of Allen De-
bus, whose own endeavors cleared the way for scholars to examine subjects that were 
once snubbed as suitable only to the refuse heap of the history of science.

Federico Barocci and the Oratorians
Corporate Patronage and Style in the Counter-Reformation
Ian F. Verstegen
In 1586, Federico Barocci delivered his Visitation of the Virgin and St. Elizabeth to the 
Chiesa Nuova in Rome, his first of two for that church. For the next quarter century, 
Barocci dominated the art scene in Rome, an impressive feat for an artist living exclu-
sively in Urbino. Why did the Oratorians monopolize Barocci’s talents in Rome, and 
why was Barocci  their first choice when considering artists to decorate their church? 
What about Barocci’s art appealed to Oratorian sensibilities and their vision of the 
artistic program for the Chiesa Nuova?

The Roman Monster
An Icon of the Papal Antichrist In Reformation Polemics
Lawrence P. Buck
This study examines the iconography of the image of the Roman monster and offers 
ideological reasons for associating the image with the pre-Reformation Waldensians 
and Bohemian Brethren. It accounts for the reproduction and survival of the monster’s 
image in fifteenth-century Bohemia and provides historical background on the topos 
of the papal Antichrist, a concept that Philip Melanchthon associated with the mon-
ster. It contextualizes Melanchthon’s tract, “The Pope-Ass Explained,” within the first 
five years of the Lutheran movement, and it documents the popularity of the Roman 
monster within the polemical and apocalyptic writings of the Reformation.

Images of Leprosy
Disease, Religion, and Politics 
in European Art
Christine M. Boeckl

2011 • 248 pgs.
$48.00 cloth 9781935503149 
$30.00 pbk 9781935503156 
$23.99 e-book 9781612480305

The Art of Executing 
Well
Rituals of Execution in 
Renaissance Italy
Nicholas Terpstra

2008 • 360 pgs
$48.00 cloth 9781931112871 
$24.95 pbk 9781931112888 
$18.99 e-book 9781935503286
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2013 • 344 pgs. • Early Modern Studies vol. 12
$49.95 pbk. 9781612480947 • $39.99 e-book 9781612480954

2013 • 248 pgs. • Early Modern Studies vol. 11
$49.95 pbk. 9781612480923 • $39.99 e-book 9781612480930

2012 • 240 pgs. • Early Modern Studies vol. 10
$44.95 pbk. 9781612480725 • $35.99 e-book 9781612480756

Sabaudian Studies
Political Culture, Dynasty, and Territory (1400–1700)
Matthew Vester
This collection of interdisciplinary essays introduce the history and culture of the 
lands ruled by the sovereign house of Savoy during the late medieval and early modern 
periods, territories now part of France, Italy, and Switzerland. Because the Sabaudian 
realms were geographically, linguistically, and culturally diverse and did not evolve 
into a single modern nation-state, their early history has been overlooked by historians 
whose perspectives were often informed by a narrow, national framework.

Visual Cultures of Secrecy in Early Modern Europe
Timothy McCall, Sean Roberts, and Giancarlo Fiorenza
Secrets in all their variety permeated early modern Europe, from the whispers of 
ambassadors at court to the emphatically publicized books of home remedies that 
flew from presses and booksellers’ shops. This interdisciplinary volume draws on 
approaches from art history and cultural studies to investigate the manifestations of 
secrecy in printed books and drawings, staircases and narrative paintings, ecclesiastical 
furnishings and engravers’ tools. Topics include how patrons of art and architecture 
deployed secrets to construct meanings and distinguish audiences, and how artists and 
patrons manipulated the content and display of the subject matter of artworks to create 
an aura of exclusive access and privilege. 

Episcopal Reform and Politics in Early Modern Europe
Jennifer Mara DeSilva
In the tumultuous period of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries when ecclesiasti-
cal reform spread across Europe, the traditional role of the bishop as a public exemplar 
of piety, morality, and communal administration came under attack. In communities 
where there was tension between religious groups or between spiritual and secular 
governing bodies, the bishop became a lightning rod for struggles over hierarchical 
authority and institutional autonomy. These struggles were intensified by the ongoing 
negotiation of the episcopal role and by increased criticism of the cleric, especially 
during periods of religious war and in areas that embraced reformed churches.

Renaissance 
Dynasticism and 
Apanage Politics
Jacques de Savoie-Nemours, 
1531–1585
Matthew Vester
2012 • 304 pgs
$49.95 pbk. 9781612480718 
$39.99 e-book 9781612480732

Luther’s Aesop
Carl P. E. Springer

2011 • 264 pgs
$39.95 pbk. 9781612480008 
$31.99 e-book 9781612480068
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General Editors John Patrick Donnelly, Frank A. James III 
and Joseph C. McLelland

Vol. 1 • Early Writings
1994 • 244 pgs. • $50.00 cloth 9780940474321 

Vol. 2 • Dialogue on the Two Natures in Christ
1995 • 214 pgs. • $50.00 cloth 9780940474338 

Vol. 3 • Sacred Prayers 
1996 • 164 pgs. • $50.00 cloth 9780940474369 

Vol. 4 • Philosophical Works
1996 • 353 pgs. • $50.00 cloth 9780940474413 

Vol. 5 • Life, Letters, and Sermons 
1999 • 346 pgs. • $50.00 cloth 9780940474413 

Vol. 6 • Commentary on the Lamentations  
of the Prophet Jeremiah

2002 • 294 pgs. • $50.00 cloth 9780943549644 

Vol. 7 • The Oxford Treatise and Disputation  
on the Eucharist

2001 • 368 pgs. • $50.00 cloth 9780943549897 

Vol. 8 • Predestination and Justification
2004 • 296 pgs. • $50.00 cloth 9781931112277 

Vol. 9 • Commentary on Aristotle's 
Nicomachean Ethics

2006 • 472 pgs. • $65.00 cloth 9781931112550 

Vol. 10 • Commentary on Genesis • Coming Soon

2010 • 232 pgs. • Early Modern Studies vol. 4
$48.00 cloth 9781935503071 • $24.95 pbk 9781931112970 • $9.99 e-book 9781935503576

A Passion for History
Natalie Zemon Davis, Conversations with Denis Crouzett
Natalie Zemon Davis, Denis Crouzet; Michael Wolfe, editor
 In these conversations with Denis Crouzet, professor of history at the Sorbonne and 
well-known specialist on the French Wars of Religion, Natalie Zemon Davis examines 
the practices of history and controversies in historical method. Their discussion 
reveals how Davis has always pursued the thrill and joy of discovery through historical 
research. Her quest is influenced by growing up Jewish in the Midwest as a descendant 
of emigrants from Eastern Europe. She recounts how her own life as a citizen, a wom-
an, and a scholar compels her to ceaselessly examine and transcend received opinions 
and certitudes.

Peter Martyr Vermigli Library

The Eucharistic 
Pamphlets of Andreas  
Bodenstein von Karlstadt
Amy Nelson Burnett

2011 • 312 pgs.
$39.95 pbk. 9781935503163
$29.99 e-book 9781612480251

Boundaries of Faith
Catholics and Protestants in 
the Diocese of Geneva
Jill Fehleison

2010 • 280 pgs.
$48.00 cloth 9781935503118
$36.99 e-book 9781612480022

Coming Soon 
~ titles in e-book format
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EBOOK AVAILABILITY
Most frontlist and selected backlist titles are available as ebooks. 
Please check the appropriate site for availability and how to purchase.
Amazon • amazon.com
Apple • iTunes
Barnes & Noble • barnesandnoble.com

EBSCO • ebscohost.com
Ebrary • ebrary.com
KOBO • kobobooks.com

100 East Normal Ave., Kirksville, MO 63501
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Facebook • Truman State University Press
Pinterest • TSUPress
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Shipping
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